
Charles Cook - Linde trademark 
As the owner of the registered trademark Linde I would like to discuss some limitations 
required for its use. 

Non-vintage Linde star sapphires and star rubies are sold by eBay store Silk Purse Jewelry 
and Souseer Jewelry. Silk Purse Jewelry and Souseer Jewelry are the only sellers 
authorized to use my trademark name Linde in relation to non-vintage Linde star sapphires 
and star rubies. 

Sellers selling vintage Linde star sapphires or star rubies must include a photo of the script 
L or block L etched on the back of the stone in their photos if they are to be permited to use 
the name Linde in relation to their item. No exceptions! I will be happy to assist in blowing 
up and cropping photos if you do not have the software to do them. Just email to me at 
address below. 

There have been many misrepresented Linde jewelry pieces sold through the years. I have 
purchased, in my research, jewelry with un-marked stones, jewelry in boxs printed with the 
Linde logo and of course un-marked, un-boxed jewelry with only the claim it was Linde. All 
misrepresented counterfeits. 

Any seller using the Linde name, including intentional misspellings Lindy, Lindi, Lindee or 
any other same sounding name, on star sapphires or star rubies, except for vintage jewelry 
following the photo requirements outlined above, will be reported to eBay as an 
infringement on my trademark and have their listings removed plus other possible penalties. 
Continued infringement on or off eBay will result in legal action to protect my rights. 

By enforcing this photo requirement sellers of true Linde products will be playing on a long 
past due level playing field. 

If your jewelry does not have the L on the back you may continue running your listing by 
removing the name Linde from title and description and replacing with created. 

To purchase new non-vintage Linde star sapphires and star rubies set in sterling silver, gold 
filled, solid 10K and 14K gold jewelry visit eBay store Silk Purse Jewelry and Souseer 
Jewelry. 

Any questions? 

I may be contacted at linde.trademark@yahoo.com 

Thank you, Charles Cook 
 


